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	Mobile applications come in two basic flavors: native applications, which are compiled
	programs that run natively on the device, and mobile web applications, which run
	inside a web browser on the device.


	Native applications get almost all of the press these days, especially given the financial
	success of the iTunes App Store and the Android Market. And with good reason, as
	native applications have many advantages: they are fast, have access to all of the power
	of the platform they are built for, and so forth. However, native applications suffer from
	one important limitation: they are not portable. If you want to make your application
	available on multiple platforms, you either have to write it in multiple languages
	(resulting in multiple code bases to maintain) or use a platform abstraction layer like
	Titanium or PhoneGap.


	Mobile web applications, on the other hand, are created in HTML, CSS, and JavaScript,
	and run in the web browser on the mobile device. This means one code base to maintain,
	but mobile web applications still need to account for variations in web browsers across
	platforms.


	Enter jQuery Mobile. Based on the popular jQuery JavaScript library, jQuery Mobile
	is designed to create mobile web applications that function on a broad range of devices.
	With jQuery Mobile, it is possible to quickly create mobile web applications that look
	and behave consistently across all supported devices, and that have advanced user
	interface capabilities. jQuery Mobile gives the developer a standard set of layouts, user
	interface widgets, and interactions, as well as a rich API for applying and extending
	them.


	jQuery Mobile is not yet in production—as of this writing, it is in its Alpha 4 release,
	with the beta coming soon.
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Wireless Ad hoc and Sensor Networks: Protocols, Performance, and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2007
The purpose of this book is to initiate the newcomer into the control of computer and wireless communication networks, one of the fastest growing fields in the engineering world. Technical concepts, which are at the core of the design, implementation, research and invention of computer network and wireless communication network control protocols,...
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Agile Application Security: Enabling Security in a Continuous Delivery PipelineO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Agile continues to be the most adopted software development methodology among organizations worldwide, but it generally hasn't integrated well with traditional security management techniques. And most security professionals aren’t up to speed in their understanding and experience of agile development. To help bridge the...
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Grid Computing For Electromagnetics (Artech House Electromagnetic Analysis)Artech House Publishers, 2004
The continuous progress in scientific research is itself an explanation of the insatiable
demand for computational power. On the other hand, one of the results of scientific
progress is the availability of more and more powerful computer platforms.
This self-feeding cycle is pushing our search for knowledge towards very...
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Tools for Collaborative Decision-Making (Focus Series in Computer Engineering and It)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Decision-making has evolved recently thanks to the introduction of information and communication technologies in many organizations, which has led to new kinds of decision-making processes, called “collaborative decision-making”, at the organizational and cognitive levels. This book looks at the development of the decision-making...
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Developing with Google App Engine (Firstpress)Apress, 2009
Developing with Google App Engine introduces development with Google App Engine, a platform that provides developers and users with infrastructure Google itself uses to develop and deploy massively scalable applications.
	Introduction to concepts
	Development with App Engine
	Deployment into App...
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Introduction to Cryptography with Coding TheoryPrentice Hall, 2002

	This book is based on a course in cryptography at the upper level under
	graduate and beginning graduate level that has been given at the University
	of Maryland since 1997. When designing the course, we decided on the fol
	lowing requirements.


	• The course should be up-to-date and cover a broad selection of topics
	from a...
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